JACKSON COUNTY CIRCUIT CLERK’S OFFICE
INFORMATIONAL PAMPHLET ON MANAGING EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS

The Clerk’s Office has begun emailing Notices of Court Dates to the parties engaged in cases rather than
handing out paper copies in the courtroom and through the postal service. While the potential benefits of this
switching to electronic notices are numerous, it also poses certain concerns that come with the nature of email.
So in an attempt to head off these issues, the Clerk’s Office has issued this informational pamphlet for utilizing
the tools at one’s disposal to best take advantage of the changes Jackson County is undergoing.
ISSUE 1: E-Mails are easier to overlook than a physical letter.
An Inbox with heavy traffic can quickly push a Court Notice out of the visibility of the front page. Also, email
from automated sources can quickly get flagged as spam by the service provider if it thinks the messages are
being ignored. Furthermore, one cannot have their data in the court computer system set to automatically send
notices to whoever normally intercepts the office’s mail. These notices count as official service of court
documents and the addresses in the Court’s records are tied to other services like Electronic Filing and Judici
Subscriptions. Thus, the accurate and direct email address of the attorney is a requirement. However, a litigant
can create an ideal situation by properly setting up their email preferences. Outlook will be discussed first.
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As visible above, Outlook has been opened and a Notification of the next Hearing Date on a case has been
received. The salient data points within this email are indicated by red text and arrows. Now, this is the first
emailed notice from the Jackson County Circuit Clerk to this email address and the objective of this
demonstration is to avoid all of the potential future trouble enumerated above. The first thing to do will be to
create a unique folder specifically for Court Notifications.
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The next step is to set the rules for what to do with Court Notice emails once they’re received. Note that the
actions taken in the office may differ from those in the demonstration according to the needs of the attorneys.

Now, “OK” can be hit if what is on this window is all that is desired to occur. However in this example, along
with sorting future court notices into the new Folder, forwarding a copy of these emails to the office Paralegal is
a priority. So instead, select the “Advanced Options…” button.
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The rule from the prior page is already established, “After a message arrives from Court Notice, move it to the
4. Court Date Notices folder.” Here more conditions on when to trigger the Rule can be added.

Once the conditions correspond to the desired criteria, click the “Next” button. The window will then proceed to
where one decides what Outlook will do with the email once the conditions are met, aka the “Actions” window.
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That’s it, click “Finish” now, or click “Next” if an exception to the rule needs to be established. For example, if
one wanted to apply the rule, < IF mail from “Court Notice” THEN sort here and forward to this person
EXCEPT IF sent during this date range.” That way it isn’t forwarded during the Paralegal’s annual vacation, for
example.
In any case, this solves all of the concerns with Issue 1 as stated at the beginning of this section. It keeps Court
Notices from being flagged as spam, sets them all aside for viewing later in a clearly labeled and easy to find
place, and makes sure that all relevant parties within the firm receive the notices on their cases. Extrapolate on
these basic tricks to create a complex and customized system of emails to save time and effort, especially if one
files into multiple counties, work lots of different cases and has different subordinates working on specific cases
or tasks.

This also works with most web based email clients. To achieve this effect in Gmail is even simpler (although
allowing slightly less customization) as will be illustrated now. Log on to Gmail and follow the directions.

That will open the General Settings page. To establish a conditional rule, one needs to select the link for “Filters
and Blocked Addresses.”
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Next, click on the “Create a new filter” text to open the filter window

This will open the Filter pop-up window. In this example, the only condition will be the court email address
where the incoming message is being sent from.
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The next screen asks what all should happen once the conditions (receive an email from the court) are met.
These can be whatever is desired, but here it will be set to forward to the office paralegal, labeled as “Work,”
and categorized as an “Update.”

Once all that is done, click “Create Filter” and the task is complete. Again, it must be stressed that one should
read through all of the options available in the conditions and outcomes to these rules, and customize them to
the needs of the office, not just copy what was done in this demonstration. There is a lot of convenience and
automation possible with these tools that could alleviate the valuable time spent managing email.
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ISSUE 2: Email addresses change much more frequently and easily than postal addresses.

Luckily, the process of changing one’s listed email address in the Court system (the work required of the
litigant, anyway) is even easier than changing the email address in the first place. First go to the clerk’s website
https://www.circuitclerk.co.jackson.il.us/contact-us/ or just google “Jackson County Circuit Clerk.” That will
result in this destination.

After clicking the “Contact Us” button, it will open a new page. Scroll down past the Clerk’s Office information
and notes on Passport applications to find the section for sending The Clerk’s Office a message.
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That’s it, hit send and The Circuit Clerk’s will update the contact information in the official court record once
the request is processed.
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